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TELLING STORIES IN THE INFORMATION AGE

By George Gerbner
(Written for Information J!.ll£ Behayior, edited by Brent D. Ruben)
I q~s

Information is what I would oall a weasel word.

So is behavior.

They are equivooal and often deliberately oblique and ambiguous.

I am

not arguing against their use altogether but against their use as
oentral oonoepts in isolation from their oultural oontexts.

When so

used, without referenoe to the larger frameworks they fit and serve,
they tend to fragment thought, obsoure things, and disorient their
users.

I will attempt to sketoh a view of the oommunioation prooess and
its struotural oharaoteristios as the oontext in whioh the terms
information and behavior oan be used more meaningfully.

Acting human

All matter ftbehaves. (think of moleoules and atoms, entropy and
energy) but only humans aot.

The souroe of the oapaoity for aotion is

an environment of symbols -- things that signify other things -- in
whioh behavior takes on human meaning.
in symbolio contexts.
significanoe.

Aotion is behavior interpreted

Our language lOads the word with speoial
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nA piece of the action n used to mean cutting in a partner on your
bet.

Now it's the sex nact" or violence or some other usually

male-oriented demonstration of winning women or glory or money (or
all).

The nscene of the action" can be Wall Street, a horse race, a

bar, or a ring.

When a general sends his men ninto action," we know

they are not picking flowers.

The Buick ad used to sell "a car that's

loaded with action" -- presumably not just automotive.
is not just a lively person.
"consumer behavior. n Your

An "aotivist"

Your ohoioe of food in·the oafeteria is

att~pt

to change the cafeteria is ·oonsumer

aotion."

Action refleots not only consoiousness of wholes rather only parts
but also the oapaoity to oreate alternatives rather than only reaot to
them.

If that oapaoity is impaired, the ability to aot human is also

in doubt.

Anything that fragments, atomizes, and distracts attention

from the broadest symbolic processes and structures instead of using
them as the framework for studying the human relevance of communication
is likely to reduce the capacity to aot.

Consumers' choice

Not long ago, a story

~oes,

a sealed bottle drifted to our shores.

There was a manusoript inside the bottle.

It turned out to be a report

from one of our communications researchers sent to survey the cultural
habits, program preferences, and market potentials of a far-away land.
The people of this land appear to be the proud possessors of a
flourishing intor.ation sooiety, nChlike our own, with but one slight
difference:. they praotioe oann1baliaa.
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The term itself is never used, but euphemisms such as "free
enterprise," and "market economy" are very much in vogue.

Information

about the subject fills the Home and Finance sections of every
newspaper and is piped into computerized information centers of more
affluent subscribers.

The study of behavior in its most observable and

even digestable aspects dominates every curriculum.
television program is ·People Are Yummy."
long been a book entitled H2K
amended to •••

~

Serve

The highest rated

The all-time best-seller has

~ Fellow~.

(Recently

.iIlQ. Woman.)

The inhabitants of this thriving market are puzzled to hear that
some countries have so little regard for people that they would not
consider eating them, no matter how well prepared.

It is noted with

some astonisbment that nations considering themselves democrat10 do not
allow free and open disoussion on the subjeot.

They say (accord1ng to the report), that the1r system of chefs and
balanoes 1s obv10usly the only truly plural1st10 po11tioal system•
. Why, some of our best fr1ends -- say oonservat1ves and l1berals alike
-- be11eve 1n exaotly oppos1te methods of preparat10n.
and argue,and oarefully d1gest the matter.
for popular flavor.

So we olash,

We let our reo1pes compete

And we let the ch1ps fall where they may --

through free elect10ns, of course.

Our standard of l1v1ng 1s high.

SUPply and demand are never far out of balance.
say, is unknown in the land.

Hunger, needless to

Few are so misgu1ded as to th1nk of

subvert1ng this happy order ot th1ngs.
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This is where the manuscript breaks off.

I can only assume that

its author has been integrated into that attractive, sophisticated,
information-rich society, focused upon unrelated bits of behavior,
giving its Citizens only the consumers' choice, which is to select the
ways in which they are led to the market.

The only action our former

colleague could perform was a belated but touching gesture of
humanity: to cast a descriptive account upon the waters.

But he could

not examine, expose, and challenge the invisible symbolic structures
that give behavior its ultimate human relevance.

Becoming human

Every age is an information age,

• but

ours is one in which a

special -hot line- is needed to make sure that if a bit ot information
triggers an act that inCinerates humankind, the act is not accidental
but on purpose.

It is high time, then, to trace the development ot the

communicative ability and its humanizing characteristics and sketch the
context in which information and behavior can take on larger meanings.

Communication is interaction through messages.

Messages are,

formally coded symbolic or representational patterns ot some shared

•

The muob-touted observation that half or more jobs in the United
States deal with information-related services should not be
interpreted to mean that information is more abundant or imPortant
than ever betore. What it means, U anything (as detinitions of
information are obviously debatable), is that information is
becoming a commodity and its production and exchange occupies a
larger and more specialized sector ot the labor torce.
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significance in a culture.

Culture itself may be conceived as a system

of messages that cultivates and regulates social relationships.
InformatioD-directed behavior processes occur in many forms of life and
social systems. . But it is in human society and culture that
information processes, transformed as communications, play a most
complex and distinctive part.

The Simplest organisms. take energy from their immediate
surroundings.

They need little information except what is

a fixed hereditary code.

contai~d

in

When the local source of life-giving energy

dries up, they perish.

Higher organisms use specialized senses to receive and brains to
store information.

They can reach out, search a wider area, pick up

signals from a distance, accumulate impressions over time, relate to
each other, assume different roles, and engage in behavior based on
some sharing of learned significance.

But of all forms of life we

know, only humans act primarily through the manipulation of complex
symbol systems.

Massages and images, rather than the threats and

gratifications of the moment, animate human thought and imagination.
Even the satisfaction of the most basic need for fOod, love and shelter
are, for humans, elaborate and compelling symbolio experiences.

Show

me one other an1mel that paints pictures, plays chess, conducts an
orchestra or reCites the Bible and I will concede that information
processing behavior is on a continuum with human communication.

Until

then, however, I will consider comaunication to have taken a ditterent
evolutionary route and role.
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The last million years ended an era of perhaps 200 times that long
during which a relatively mild climate covered long stretches of land
from the Arctic Circle through what is now the Sahara Desert to the
Antarctic.

Arboreal existence in lush forests freed the forward limbs

of some groups of mammals from having to carry the burden of the body
and shaped them into strong, sure delicate instruments.

A subsequent

descent to the ground further enabled the forearm to explore, create
and manipulate.

Much of human evolution is compressed in the word

"comprehend": it stems from the expression "grasp with the forehand."
Exceptionally deft manipulation required an exceptionally large.and
complex control system -- the brain.

The ability to grasp with the

hand and with the mind literally developed "hand-in-hand."

The last million years robbed pr&-humans of their "paradise."
Invasions of glaCiers, great floods, and geologic convulsions scattered
the roving bands into all parts of the globe.
furless but

war~blooded

The featherless and

hominoids were hard-pressed to develop their

unique resources of collaboration and community through communication.

Only the hominoid brain could regulate the body, respond to
changes in the immediate surroundings, and still retain the capacity
and stability to hold a complex image long enough to reflect on it.
This ability to integrate symbolic structures into frameworks of
knowledge and to make them available in novel combinations was the
prerequisite for human consciousness and communication.

In

its

broadest "humanizing" sense, communication, then, is a source and
extension ot imagination in torms that nan be learned and shared.
is the production, perception, and grasp ot _lIsagell bearing human

It
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notions of what is, what is important, what is right, and what is
related to what.

The Paleolithic hunters who survived the last glaciation appear to
have succeeded in building the symbolic foundations for culture: the
naming of things, visual representation, coherent organization of
messages; and the ability to instruct, celebrate, reflect upon and pass
on accumulated lore and imagery.

Even the most primitive people known have languages; ereate
shapes, forms, and images for symbolic and representational
uses; perform elaborate rituals; observe intricate kinship
systems; confront the world through entertaining fantasies and
myths; and conduct the affairs of the tribe or society through
communication.

Recorded and widely transported systems ot

communication now enable us. to bridge vast reaches ot space, time, and
status and to cultivate values ot collective survival -- or to plunge
into spasms ot distinctively human mass destruction.

Having set the stage, it is time now to bring on the act and to
tell our story.

Indeed, story is the best word I can tind to designate

the key teature and most distinctive characteristic ot human
communication.
animal.

More than any other, Homo Sapiens is the story-telling

Unlike any other, Homo Sapiens lives in a world erected,

experienced, and conducted largely through many torms and modes ot
story-telling.
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So let us, for the moment, suspend our customary classification of
genres, types, modes, or whatever specialized communications are
called.

These classifications are recent historical inventions that

may be useful for certain purposes but not for the functional
distinctions usually attributed to them.

All communications cultivate

the terms on which they can be understood and shared.

The simple

statement "this is a chair" evokes a time, place and culture as mUch as
the referent object itself.

The act of naming or labeling takes its

significance from the larger symbolic context woven mainly by the
stories we tell.

Telling stories

All animals learn from experience.
experience.

Humans also learn .Ami .l<2

We have such consciousness of existence as we ourselves

provide for in our communications.
terms culture makes available.

Human reason confronts realities on

We are the stories we tell.

From towering constructions of mythology to factual descriptions
and instructions, stories create, embody, illuminate, and embroider a
selective and synthetic pattern of meaning that gives life its sense of
direction and purpose.

Our arts, SCiences, religions, laws and

politics consist mainly ot stories we tell and internalize -- or
impose.

That process weaves the seamless web ot human cultures

defining the world and guiding its social relationships.

Stories are symbolic structures that tell us what things are, how
they work, and what to do (or not to do) about the..

Stories also
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relate the teller to the person to whom the tale is told.

Fairy tales,

funny stories, absurd stories, histories, and those accounts not
commonly thought of as stories that are told in classrooms, churches,
courtrooms, election and sales campaigns, business and professional
meetings, during work and play and celebration in books and all other
media -- all relate teller and told in certain ways.

A scary story

tends to conoentrate power in the teller; a sales pitoh or plea for
help in the one addressed.

Whatever else they do, stories confirm

authority and distribute power in many different ways.

story-telling

shapes human reality and the social order.

For the longest time in human history, stories were told face to
face, memorized as ,rituals and mythologies, and inoorporated in
religions.

Laboriously inscribed manuscripts oOnferred saored power to

their interpreters.

As a sixteenth century Mexican source put it:

Those who observe the codioes,
those who recite them.
Those who noisily turn the pages of
illustrated manuscripts.
Those who have possession of the
black and red ink and that which is piotured;
they lead us, they guide us, they tell
us the way.

•

•

Cited by J. H. Elliott (in his review ot Relidon .iJIQ Empire: IIlt.
Dyne.fe, SIt. 41 t ,o .&IHl.lAa Expapli oma , br Geoffrey V. Com-ad and
Arthur A. Demarest), .IIlt.liU..Im:.k ReJi" Rl.. Books, Jul119, 1984,
p. 30.
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The first major transformation was the industrial.

The first

machine was the printing press.

That made possible the mass production

of symbols, signs, and stories.

The first manufactured product was the

printed book.

It broke the ritual, and with it the magic power of the

oral interpreter, the priest, or others ministering by the spoken word.
It paved the way for the Reformation and further transformations to
come.

It ushered in the era of modern mass publics: loose aggregations

of people who never meet and yet share some consciousness in common.
The process by which they come to share and to become members of these
far-flung aggregations called publics is of course the process of,
publication.

Printing extends the face-to-face community.

Printed stories are

movable packages of consciousness that can be taken -- often smuggled
-- across h1therto 1mpenetrable or closely guarded boundaries of t1me,
space, language, rel1g10n, status.

The book lifts people trom the1r

tradit10nal moor1ngs as the industrial revolut10n uproots them from
the1r communit1es and cultures.

The book can be given to all who can

read (a new class) to 1nterpret w1thout necessary dependence on the
ministrat10ns and 1nterpretat10ns ot the1r local chiets and pr1ests.

Meanwhile people engage in long and costly struggles -- some st1ll
going on -- to tell stories and thus shape reality trom their own
pOints ot v1ew.

The struggle 1s necessary tor the tormat10n ot new

1dent1t1es and 1nterests as the 1ndustr1al age breaks the community
1nto conflicting classes, mixes together rel!g1ouaand ethnio groups,
and restruotures the process ot humanization heretofore confiDed by
",,,.,..,.anhv and relative stability.
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The way to achieve some oontrol over the newly differentiating
consoiousness in a situation of unpreoedented mobility and flux is to
gain the right to seleot and publish stories (and thus create publics)
stemming from different conceptions of reality existing in the same
society.

Notions of individuality and of olass consoiousness are both

rooted in the print era.

Most of our assumptions about human

development and governanoe stem from the print era.

The publication of

different types of stories creates and oultivates mass publios -- those

loose aggregates of people who share some consoiousness without ever
meeting face-to-faoe -- neoessary for selt-government and much

or

economio, educational, religious, and cultural lite in the
print-industrial epooh.

The industrialization ot story-tellinS makes

socialization and public-tormation an industrial product shaped by the
prevailing system of symbol mass production.

Next· comes the second industrial transformation.
telecommunications era.

Its mainstreem is television, superimposed

upon and reorganizing print-based oulture.
unique charaoteristics.

We enter the

Television has its own

It is a centralized ritual, distant,

pervasive, and yet seemingly p8rSOIl8l and face-to-faoe.

It turns out

and disseminates. a limited number ot stories designed to the
speoitications ot a few marketing tormulas,but tor all the people.

It

funotions more 11ke a tribal religion in the electronio era than 11ke
the media that preoeded it.

Most viewers watch television relatively non-seleotively -- by the
clook and not by the pr08l"1IIL

They watch whatever is on at a
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particular time, and cannot choose as they do books or magazines or
going to movies.

The essence of a centraliZed and licensed ritual like television
is that it exposes far-flung and otherwise heterogeneous communities to
a common system of story-telling.

This tends to blur the traditional

distinctions of sex, age, region, class and other interests, blend them
into a more coherent conception of reality, and bend them to the
institutional interests of television as the chief cultural arm ot
industrial societies.

Our research has called this process ftma1nstreaming- and has begun
to explore its dynamiCS.

What we are learning about the process

challenges many of our print-based assumptions about democratia
government, education, socialiZation and even the survival value ot
human cultures •

.liIW< Stories .1&

The humanization ot Homo Sapiens starts with fairy tales and
children's stories (today mostly television cartoons) depicting human
situations and presenting casts of characters acting on problema and
coming to resolutions.

Many such stories have to be told and their

significance absorbed bet ore -tacts- begin to have meaning and norms
and values are integrated into one's framework of knowledge.

There are three general tunaUoDa that are l1kely to be pertol'lled
by three typea ot storiea.

(These are DOt D8aeaaarily cU.atinct or
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mutually excluslve; they are ldealized types presented here more for
purposes of analysls than of strlct classlflcatlon.)

The three are

storles of how thlngs work (drama and flctlon which makes the
all-important but lnvlslble relatlonshlps ln l1te vlslble and
understandable); storles of what thlngs are (facts, exposltlons,
descrlptlons,); and storles of what to do about them (storles of cholce
and value such as sermons, lnstructlons, and commerclals).

Let us

descrlbe each one.

Flrst are the storles of

~ thlngs~.

They make vislble or

concelvable the otherwlse hldden relatlonshlps that are bulldlng blocks
.of human lmaglnatlon and understandlng.

By showlng whole people actlng

ln total sltuatlons, coming to grlps wlth oertaln dlffloultles and
problems and elther suoceedlng or falllng, they deplot complex
causallty and the dynamlos we must understand to have some notlon of
how thlngs work.

Two types ot -tlctlolty. pertorm the tunotlon ot oonveylng a sense
.of how thlngs work.

"Flotlon by lnventlon,· as ln novels and plays,

enables the storyteller to oreate the "tacts· ln order to demonstrate
how thlngs work.

-Flotlon by seleotlon,- as ln a dooumentary or

blography or hlstory, obllges the storyteller to flnd and weave aotual
events lnto a story that reveals some larger framework of dynamlos and
purpose.

In any oase, storles about how thlngs work (for most people

drama and flotlon) establlsh a symboll0 struoture wlthln whioh more
fragmented and lsolated blts of 1ntormationbeoo.e credlble and
meaningful.

You doni t have to believe the .tacts- ot Little Red Rlding

Hcod to aocept the notion that bis bad ·wol va.- • ., vlct1ll1ze old wOllen
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and trick little girls -- a lesson in sex roles, fear, and power -- and
to begin your socialization as a man, as a woman, and as a consumer of
crime and rape stories.

The second kind·of story is about

~ things~.

These purport

to convey information referring to some presumably independently
. ascertainable event called "fact." However, they carry no meaning
except in the symbolic structure created and cultivated by the first
kind ot storytelling -- about how things work.

Facts have to serve

some purpose in that synthetic context betore we accept thea as
meaningful.
reveal.

Used in isolation they distract and conceal more than they

The legends ot old and the news ot today compose highly

selective and tightly scripted scenarios that serve specitiC interests,
purposes, and social functions.

That tramework involves values and

motivations; it affects what will be selected as fact and when, where,
how, and why; it tends by and large to cultivate a given set ot
priorities, and neutralize or counter threats to subvert it.

The full

use of the human capacity tor reflection and action, based on
consciousness of the process of communication itselt, involves, ot
course, the critical use ot stories that illuminate how other stories
work in building that set of otten unexamined assumptions.

The third type ot story moves us into action.

These are stories

that clinch the accumulated and otten implicit lessons ot the first
two.

It is as it to say wIt this is how things work and thiS is what

they are, here 18 what to do about thea..

Their principal functiOns

are to motivate, energUe, and mobllize.

.sermona, cautionary tales,

exhortatiOns, instructions and advertiseaenta are exaaplea of storiea
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of the third kind.

They typically present a valued person or purpose

or both and ofter a product, service, candidate, institution or action
purported to help attain or enhance those values.

The lesson ot

fictitious Little Red Riding Hoods and their realistic sequels in
everyday news and entertainment not only teach lessons ot tear and
dependence and power but also give added impetus to selling burglar
alarms, supporting lalf-and-order candidates, and acting in other ways
to adjust to a structure ot power and to the anxieties stemming trom
it.

No society and tully socialized person can be selt-direoting in
ignorance ot the cultural process shaping human notiopa ot bow things
work, what things are, and what to do about them.

More and better

information about behavior is selt-deteating except as related to that
process and used to move trom the consumer's choice to action.

